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ABSTRACT: Nanocomposites based on polyurethane and acid-treatment multi-walled carbon nanotubes (A-

MWNTs) are prepared by solution blending. The surface of the MWNTs was modified by acid treatment to incorporated

functional groups. The modified MWNTs exhibited improved dispersion in organic solvents and miscibility with the PU

matrix. The derivatives of MWNTs were characterized by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, Transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM) and Raman spectroscopy. The thinning and defects of the A-MWNT from the surface

etching of acid treatment can be clearly seen from TEM pictures and Raman spectra, respectively. The interaction and

degree of miscibility between the MWNTs and the PU matrix is examined using FT-IR, modulated differential scanning

calorimeter (MDSC), TEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The hydrogen bonding index (HBI) measured by FT-

IR was employed to show the degree of interchange hydrogen bonding. Composites films with higher A-MWNT content

exhibit higher HBI and the degree of miscibility is significantly improved. The resultant composites have higher tensile

strength, higher Young’s modulus and lower elongation at break because of the rigid structure of A-MWNT and the

increase in the number of hydrogen bonds among the composites. Incorporating A-MWNT in composites increases

the mass of the residue at temperatures over 600 �C, according to thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA). An A-MWNT

percentage of 20wt%, the electric conductivity approached 6:2� 10�2 S/cm. [doi:10.1295/polymj.PJ2006121]
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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted consid-
erable interest since their preparation in 1991 by
Minima,1 owing to their exceptional electrical, physi-
cal and mechanical properties.2–4 These nano-structur-
al elements can also be used as nano-fillers and nano-
reinforcements to improve the mechanical, thermal
and impact-resistance properties to be advanced com-
posite materials.
Since carbon nanotubes are typically insoluble in

organic solvents and severely bundled, their homoge-
neous dispersion in desired polymer matrix is difficult
to achieve. The dissolution of CNTs in common or-
ganic solvents has been described elsewhere litera-
ture,5,6 and depends mainly on the attachment of
building blocks to the carboxylic functional groups
that are formed by the oxidation of CNTs by applying
caustic acid.5–7 This method has the disadvantage of
cutting the CNTs into short pieces of about 100–300
nm, making them useless for any practical purposes
that are based on the aspect ratio of the filler’s.5 The
blending of A-MWNT with other polymers is highly
active area of research, with numerous publications
in recent years, aimed at combining favorable me-
chanical properties. One of the major limitations of
the blending is that it always generates a highly heter-
ogeneous phase-separated morphology. Therefore,
blending composites to reach molecular intermixing

is extremely difficult, such mixing is required to im-
prove significantly the physical properties of the
blend. Numerous investigations have described tech-
niques of fabrication and characterization of CNTs/
polymer composites with various kinds of matrix
polymers, such as polyethylene,8 polyvinyl alcohol,9

polypropylene,10 poly(methyl methacrylate),11–13 ep-
oxy14–16 and polystyrene,17 polyimide,18 Nylon19 and
polyurethane.20,21

Zhu et al.18 reported that the addition of 5wt%
Acid-treated MWNT in a polyimide matrix by a solu-
tion blending method, resulting in a 40% increase
of tensile modulus, tensile strength than that of
pure polyimide. The dielectric constant reaches 60,
about 17 times of the 3.5 for neat polyimide. Zhang
et al.19 prepared an MWNT/Nylon-6 nanocomposite
by a simple melt-compounding procedure. The tensile
strength and hardness of the nanocomposites increase
by 115, 120, and 67%, respectively. Xu et al.16 also
found that 0.1wt% MWNTs in the epoxy resins
increased the elastic modulus by 20%. In situ poly-
merization of waterborne urethane monomers in the
presence of 1.5wt% A-MWNT increased electrical
conductivity by eight to nine orders of magnitude
higher than that of waterborne polyurethane.20 Ma
et al.21 prepared MWNT/waterborne polyurethane
nanocomposites by covalently and ionic bonding to
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CNT surface. The mechanical property tests revealed
that MWNTs significantly improve the tensile proper-
ties (increasing the tensile stress by 370% and the ten-
sile modulus by 170.6%).
In this work, the treatments is used to acidify the

nanotubes’ surface to various degrees, improving their
chemical compatibility with polyurethane by dispers-
ing the MWNTs effectively in polymer matrix, yield-
ing an excellent nanotube-reinforced nanocomposite.
The degree of miscibility, the mechanical properties,
the thermal stability and conductivity of the compo-
sites are discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The MWNTs prepared by chemical vapor deposi-

tion (CVD) method were purchased from SeedChem
Company (Australia) and purified to over 95% purity.
The MWNTs had an external diameter of 40–60 nm,
an internal diameter of 2–6 nm, and a length of
1–10mm. The modified MWNTs were prepared in
the following steps; ultrasonicating the mixture of
MWNTs in 98% sulfuric acid and 70% nitric acid
(volumetric ratio 3:1) at 40 �C for 12 h and 24 h, re-
spectively; washing A-MWNTs with distilled water,
and drying in a vacuum oven at 100 �C for 24 h.
Polyether glycol (PTMO1000, Mn ¼ 1000) and 4,40-
methylene bis (phenylisocyanate) (MDI, 98%) were
obtained form Aldrich and 1,4-butanediol (1.4BD,
99.5%, Riedel-delyaën Chemical) was purified by
vacuum sublimation (70 �C, 24 h). Dimethlformamide
(DMF, Mallinckrodt Chemical) was distilled over
anhydrous MgSO4 powder at reduced pressure and
sieved using 4 Å molecular sieves before use.

Synthesis of PU
PU was synthesized by pre-polymerization using

certain amounts of polyether glycol (PTMO1000),
4,40-methylene bis (phenylisocyanate) (MDI), and
1,4-butanediol (1.4BD). The PTMO1000 behaves as
the soft segment, whereas the MDI and 1.4BD act
as the hard segments. The prepolymer was prepared
in a reaction of excess MDI with PTMO1000 at
80 �C for 90min in a four-necked cylindrical vessel
that was equipped with a mechanical stirrer. A chain
extender of 1.4BD was gradually added to the pre-
polymers at 80 �C for 2 h, and the mixture was al-
lowed to continue to undergo post-polymerization.
PU was finally obtained after washing with methanol
and being dried completely in an oven. The molar
mass and molar mass distribution of the resulting
PU, were measured using a gel permeation chromato-
gapher (GPC, Testhigh model 500) with mono-distrib-
uted polystyrene as the standard. The number average

molecular weight and molecular weight distribution
expressed as polydispersity index of the PU were
measured by gel permeation chromatograph and turn
out to be 60098 and 1.58, respectively.

Preparation of the PU/MWNTs Nanocomposites
Various conductive fillers (neat-MWNT, A-

MWNT(12 h), A-MWNT(24 h)) were initially dis-
solved in DMF (30min ultrasonic treatment) and then
were mixed with PU (dissolved in a DMF). After
30min of acoustic sonication, the solution nano-
composites was stirred vigorously at 70 �C for 24 h
in a four-necked flask; after the solvent was removed
by vacuum (at 70 �C), the nanocomposites were then
cast onto the bottom of a 150mm� 150mm glass
plate. Table I presents compositions of the polymer
and MWNT in the nanocomposites.

Characterization and Property Measurements
An excitation argon laser with a wavenumber of

514 nm was used to obtain Raman spectra of neat
MWNT and A-MWNTs with a Jasco 2100 NRS spec-
trophotometer (Tokyo, Japan). Molecular weights and
molecular weight distributions were determined using
DMF as an eluent by gel permeation chromatography
(GPC) using a Waters 510 HPLC-equipped with a 410
Differential Refractometer, a UV detector and three
Ultrastyragel columns (100, 500, and 103 Å) connect-
ed in series to increase the pore size at a flow rate
of 0.4mi/min. The molecular weight calibration
curve was obtained using polystyrene standards. Four-
ier Transfer Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra of
MWNT were obtained between 400 and 4000 cm�1

using a Spectrum One FT-IR by Perkin Elmer. The
PU/MWNT nanocomposite sample was coated on a
KBr tablet. A minimum of 32 scans was averaged
using a signal resolution of 2 cm�1 ranged from 400
to 4000 cm�1. The absorption peak due to hydrogen-
bonded –C=O stretching is centred at �1730 cm�1.

Table I. The designation of PU/MWNT composites

Designation Composites

PU PU = 100 (wt%)

PU/neat MWNT-1% PU:neat MWNT = 99:1 (wt%)

PU/neat MWNT-5% PU:neat MWNT = 95:5 (wt%)

PU/neat MWNT-10% PU:neat MWNT = 90:10 (wt%)

PU/neat MWNT-20% PU:neat MWNT = 80:20 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-1% PU:A-MWNT(12 h) = 99:1 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-5% PU:A-MWNT(12 h) = 95:5 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-10% PU:A-MWNT(12 h) = 90:10 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-20% PU:A-MWNT(12 h) = 80:20 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-1% PU:A-MWNT(24 h) = 99:1 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-5% PU:A-MWNT(24 h) = 95:5 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-10% PU:A-MWNT(24 h) = 90:10 (wt%)

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-20% PU:A-MWNT(24 h) = 80:20 (wt%)
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The extent of carbonyl absorotion group participating
in hydrogen bonding is expressed by HBI, which is as
the relative absorbances of the hydrogen-bonded car-
bonyl peak to that of free hydrogen-bonded carbonyl
peak.22–24 mechanical measurements were made on
sample of size 50� 10� 0:25mm3 using a tensile
machine (mode TCF-R) made by Yashima works
Ltd. at a crosshead speed of 20mm/min. At least five
samples were employed to yield final data by average.
The resistance (R) of the material was measured using
a four-probe measurement instrument and the conduc-
tivity (�) was obtained from the formula � ¼ L=
ðR� AÞ, where L denotes the thickness and A is the
cross-section area. Each sample was pressed into a
disk (diameter �1:3 cm: thickness �1:5mm). At least
three samples were employed to yield final data by
averaging. The glass transition temperatures were
determined using a DuPont Q100 Modulated differen-
tial scanning calorimeter in a nitrogen atmosphere
at a heating rate of 3 �C/min with a modulation of
�0:6 �C amplitude and a period of 60 s. The thermog-
ravimetric analysis (TGA) of the samples was carried
out using a DuPont Q500 TGA instrument. The analy-
sis was performed at a heating rate of 10 �C/min in an
atmosphere of nitrogen. Samples for the transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) were micro-tomed using
a Leica Ultracut Uct into slices with a thickness of
90 nm. Then, a carbon layer with a thickness of about
3 nm was deposited onto these slices and placed on
copper nets for TEM observation. The TEM instru-
ment was a JEOL-2000 FX, with an accelerating volt-
age of 200 kV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of Acid Treated MWNT (A-MWNTs)
Curves a, b and c in Figure 1A presents the FT-IR

spectra of neat and acid-treated MWNTs. The spectra
of the acid-treatd MWNTs include board bands cen-
tered at 3415 cm�1, corresponding to –OH stretching
vibrations of C–OH groups; the bands at 1710 cm�1

correspond to stretching vibrations of carboxyl and
carbonyl groups. A broad band centered at 1566 cm�1

and a shoulder at 1392–1386 cm�1 are assigned to
deformation vibrations of O–H and C–OH groups,
respectively. A weak broad band at 1210–1175 cm�1

is associated with C–O stretching vibrations.25 Unlike
neat MWNTs, acide-treated MWNTs are known have
the carboxyl and hydroxyl groups on their surface.
Raman spectroscopy is an effective approach for

characterizing the non-functionalized or functional-
ized CNTs. The defects created on the A-MWNT sur-
face from acid etching can also be monitored from the
changing ratio between D and G band height of their
Raman spectra. As shown in Figure 1B, D- and G-

bands of MWNTs at about. 1327 and 1574 cm�1, at-
tributed to the defects, the disorder-induced modes
and in-plane E2g zone-center mode, are clearly ob-
served in the spectra of both neat MWNTs and acid-
treatd MWNTs. Figure 1B reveals that the D-band in-
tensity of the A-MWNTs increased with the duration
time of acid treatment above that of neat MWNT. Be-
cause of the growth of disorders and defects, the D-
band intensity of A-MWNT was increased with time
of acid treatment. The relative height of D bond and
G bond (hD/hG) increased with the duration of acid
treatment, because of attributed to the extent of de-
struction of carbon nanotubes by strong acid oxida-
tion. It also indicates that the sp2 orbital of the planar
C=C bond may be open to form a sp3 non-planar C–C
bonds, generating defects on the carbon nanotube sur-
faces. Figure 2 presents the TEM micrographs of neat
MWNTs and A-MWNTs from 12 to 24 h. The thin-
ning of the A-MWNT from the surface etching of acid
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Figure 1. Characterization of functional group of the A-

MWNTs of various period of acid treatment for (A) FT-IR,

(B) Raman.
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treatment can be clearly seen from TEM pictures. The
external diameters obtained from Figure 2 were list in
Table II. The external diameters declined from 60 to
30 nm as the period of acid-treatment. Treatment cre-
ated many defects since functional groups destroyed
the smooth surface of neat MWNTs.
The work prepares a PU and A-MWNT-based

nanocomposite with extensive quality of dispersion
in the common solvents. Various MWNTs were
dispersed in DMF by ultrasonic and strong mag-
netic stirring. Figure 3 displays the photomicrographs
of dispersed neat MWNT, A-MWNT(12 h) and A-
MWNT(24 h) in DMF. Each sample, contains about
same amount of MWNTs. Following blending, the left
bottle (neat MWNT) contained black sediment was
clearly separated from DMF. The middle and right
bottles (A-MWNT for 12 or 24 h) contained homo-
genous a phase solution after more than a week.

Degree of Miscibility of PU/MWNTs Nanocomposite
FT-IR Analysis. The FT-IR spectra of PU and

MWNT nanocomposites were analyzed to elucidate
the effects of nanotubes on the formation of hydrogen

bonds. Figures 4 (A to D) plot their scale-expanded
FT-IR spectra and those of the nanocomposites.
Two main regions are of interest in this study, –NH
(3200–3500 cm�1) and –C=O (1637–1750 cm�1)
stretching. The degree of hydrogen bonding in the
PU polymers is determined from their infrared spec-
tra. The functional groups in order of increasing wave
numbers, they are H-bonded carbonyl groups in
ordered soft domains (1624–1656 cm�1), H-bonded
carbonyl groups in ordered hard domains (1699–
1706 cm�1), H-bonded carbonyl groups in disordered
domains (1710–1718 cm�1), and non-H-bonded (free)
carbonyl groups (1730–1733 cm�1), respectively.
Figure 4A reveals that the –NH absorption peak at
3300–3263 cm�1 is associated with hydrogen-bonded
–NH groups between the A-MWNTs and urethane.
As A-MWNT content increases, the stretching band
shifts to a lower wavenumber that is caused by
intermolecular H-bonding in these nanocomposites.
Figure 4C displays the infrared spectra of nanocom-
posite of PU mixed with a constant amount of
10wt% of A-MWNT within 24 h of acid treatment
in the region 2700–3800 cm�1. The –OH group on
the MWNTs form hydrogen bonds with the PU. The
hard segment has an NH group, and so has stronger
hydrogen bonds with A-MWNTs than does the soft
segment. The wave number of the absorption peak
of the –NH functional group shifted down ware about
42 cm�1, verifying the increase in the numbers of
hydrogen bonds. Figure 4B presents the infrared spec-
tra in the region 1650–1800 cm�1 for a nanocomposite
of PU that contains various A-MWNT(24 h). The
neat PU and PU/MWNT nanocomposites show a split
broad band centered at 1730 and 1710 cm�1. These
peaks arise form non-H-bonded carbonyl groups and
the H-bonded carbonyl groups in disordered hard seg-
ment domains, respectively. As mentioned above, the
extent of the carbonyl group participating in hydrogen
bonding is expressed by HBI, which is defined as the
relative absorbances of two carbonyl peaks.22

HBI ¼ AC=O, bonded/AC=O, free ð1Þ

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 2. TEM micrographs of A-MWNTs with various acid-treatment duration (A) 0 h, (B) 12 h, (C) 24 h.

Table II. The external diameter of MWNT

and A-MWNT as the period of acid-treatment

Designation External diameter (nm)

Neat MWCNT 60–40

A-MWNT 12 h 40–30

A-MWNT 24 h 30–20

Figure 3. Photomicrograph of A-MWNTs dispersed in DMF.
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Where AC=O, bonded and AC=O,free are the absorbances
of bonded and free carbonyl group, respectivity. All
these carbonyl group wavenumbers of nanocompo-
sites, split into two bands at 1730 and 1710 cm�1, cor-
responding to the free and the hydrogen-bonded car-
bonyl group, which can be fitted well to the Gaussian
function.26,27 The HBI can be calculated by eq 1 re-
sulting from curve fitting of absorbances of two car-
bonyl peaks. Table III summarizes the HBI of some
PU/MWNT nanocomposites. The HBI of PU/MWNT
nanocomposites is found to range from 1.00 for neat
polyurethane to 1.88 of PU/MWNT nanocomposites.
That result indicateds that the numerical values of
HBI (A1710/A1730) were increased with the acid-treat-
ment period and the proportion of A-MWNT percen-
tages in the PU matrix. Those HBI values of the nano-
composites exceed those of plain PU, suggesting that

A-MWNTs increased the degree of hydrogen bonding
and reduced the phase separation between MWNT
and PU. Figure 4C and Figure 4D presents the infra-
red spectra of nanocomposites of PU/MWNTs that
contains 10wt% A-MWNTs after various periods of
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Figure 4. (A) FT-IR spectra of the amino groups of PU/A-MWNT nanocomposites with various A-MWNTs content. (B) FT-IR spectra

of the carbonyl groups of PU/A-MWNT nanocomposites with various A-MWNTs content. (C) FT-IR spectra of the amino groups of PU/

MWNT nanocomposites with various acid treatment time. (D) FT-IR spectra of the carbonyl groups of PU/MWNT nanocomposites with

various acid treatment time.

Table III. HBI of PU/MWNT nanocomposites

Designation
HBI = H bonded (1730 cm�1)

/H free (1710 cm�1)

PU 1.00

PU/neat MWNT-10wt% 1.14

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-10wt% 1.39

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-1wt% 1.20

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-5wt% 1.37

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-10wt% 1.62

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-20wt% 1.88
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acid treatment in the regions 2700–3800 cm�1 and
1650–1800 cm�1, respectively. The degree of hy-
drogen bonding increased with the duration of acid
treatment. Since the number of functional groups
(–COOH) increased with duration of acid treatment,
the number of available sites for hydrogen bonding
with PU increased. The high miscibility of PU and
A-MWNTs in the nanocomposite was expected to
promote the dispersion of A-MWNTs in the PU
matrix. The following section will present suppor-
tive morphologies of the nanocomposites of PU/A-
MWNTs to verify the extensive dispersion of A-
MWNTs in the PU matrix.
Morphology. The homogenous dispersion of

MWNTs in the PU matrix is one of the most important
requirements for strong mechanical reinforcement be-
cause inhomogeneites are present as structural defects
in the composite material. The former section on mis-
cibility revealed strong interaction between PU and A-
MWNTs. In this section, a series of AFM and TEM
microphotographs are presented demonstrating the
effective dispersion of MWNTs in PU matrix. The
AFM images reveal the surface morphology of nano-
composites of PU/MWNT. Figures 5a–c displayed
the AFM top view images of the surface of nano-
composite films of PU/MWNTs containing 5wt%
MWNTs, after various periods of acid treatment.
Figure 5a shows the PU/neat MWNT sample, indi-
cating a the aggregation of neat MWNT in a PU
matrix. Figure 5b shows the AFM image of 5% of
A-MWNT(12 h) in a nanocomposite, which demon-
strates a slight aggregation of A-MWNT in PU matrix.
Figure 5c displays an AFM image of the nanocom-
posite with 5% of A-MWNT(24 h), revealing that
the degree of dispersion of A-MWNT inside the
PU matrix exceeds that in both neat MWNT and
A-MWNT(12 h). The discussions of the miscibility,
established the poor miscibility between PU and neat
MWNT. Comparing with the weak interaction of PU
and neat MWNT (low hydrogen bonds with PU), indi-
cates that PU/A-MWNTs exhibit a stronger interac-

tion. The TEM micrographs indicated the morphology
of the matrix of the nanocomposites of PU/MWNTs.
Figure 6a shows a TEM micrograph of PU/neat
MWNT, suggesting again the consecutive aggregation
of neat MWNT in PU matrix. Figure 6b and c refer-
ring to the PU/A-MWNT system, reveal well dis-
persed A-MWNTs in the PU matrix.

Thermal Properties
Table IV presents the glass transition temperatures

of the soft and hard segment (Tgl, Tgh) of PU and
PU/MWNTs nanocomposites with various MWNT
compositions measured from MDSC. The glass transi-
tion temperatures of nanocomposites increased with
MWNTs content, indicting that introducing the glass
transition temperature as corresponding to results
indicate that the addition of nanotubes significantly
improved the thermal properties of nanocomposites
in the purging nitrogen.
The Tgh of the plain PU is 99.8 �C. In the nano-

composite, the Tgh range of the PU/neat MWNTs
system is around 100 �C. In the PU/A-MWNTs(12 h)
series, Tgh was increased with the amount of A-
MWNT(12 h). The same results were observed form
the PU/A-MWNT(24 h) series. The glass tempera-
tures of the PU/A-MWNT(24 h) system were increas-
ed by the interaction (hydrogen bonding) between the
PU polymers and the small rod-like molecules, which
significantly increased the glass temperature of matrix
polymers that were well dispersed inside the matrix.
Similarly, reported 2D layered (hydrogen bonding
with polymer and clay) silicates (such as clay) can ef-
fectively reinforce the polymer matrix,26 in which the
polymer chains are considerably constricted by their
confinement within 2D nanoclay platelets, increasing
the Tg of the nanocomposites.27,28 In the system here-
in, the strong interaction (hydrogen bonding) between
the urethane group (–OOCNH–) of PU and the car-
bonyl acid (–COOH) group in A-MWNTs also con-
strains the motion of the PU molecules. Therefore,
the series of PU/A-MWNTs nanocomposites had

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. AFM micrographs of PU/MWNT nanocomposites with 5wt% A-MWNT with time (a) 0 h, (b) 12 h, (c) 24 h.
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higher Tgh than the neat MWNT system. However, the
Tgh of the nanocomposites of PU/A-MWNTs increas-
ed with the duration of acid treatment because the
strength of the interaction increased with number of
H-bondable sites (acid treatment time) of A-MWNTs.
Accordingly, the Tgh of PU/A-MWNT(24 h) (120.7
�C) was increased to 20 �C above that of PU/neat
MWNT (99.8 �C).
The thermal stability of plain PU and its composites

of A-MWNT(12 h) and A-MWNT(24 h) were investi-
gated by thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA). The
degradation behavior of the composites is shown
in Table IV. The degradation temperatures (Td), i.e.,
the temperatures at 5% weight loss of composites,

with the exception of the control material were in
the same neighborhood of pure PU (Table IV). Note
that the degradation temperatures (Td) is mostly con-
tributed from by the degradation of organic modifier
present in the MWNT. It is also found from Table IV
that char residues of MWNT/PU nanocomposites
were higher than plain PU.

Mechanical Properties
The mechanical properties were measured, and

resulting stress-strain profile presented in Figure 7
and summarized in Table IV. The tensile strength,
the elongation at breakage and the Young’s modulus
of the neat PU matrix were 10.3MPa, 684.9%, and

Table IV. The physical properties of PU/MWNT nanocomposites

Designation
Tgl

a

(�C)
Tgh

b

(�C)
Td

c

(�C)
Residued

(wt%)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Young’s
modulus
(MPa)

Elongation
at break
(%)

Electronic
conductivity

(S/cm)

PU �45:6 99.8 308.0 6.4 10:3� 0:5 9:2� 0:3 684:9� 5:2 <10�14

PU/neat MWNT-1% �45:7 100.4 311.5 9.8 10:4� 0:3 10:3� 0:2 514:7� 3:5 5:4� 10�9

PU/neat MWNT-5% �44:9 100.7 309.8 13.6 10:2� 0:3 15:2� 0:3 527:9� 5:5 9:0� 10�7

PU/neat MWNT-10% �45:6 100.3 303.4 22.2 11:8� 0:7 27:5� 0:7 512:0� 5:3 5:8� 10�6

PU/neat MWNT-20% �45:3 99.9 302.1 32.6 11:5� 0:5 66:2� 0:9 237:6� 6:7 6:6� 10�6

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-1% �45:4 105.4 307.7 9.3 10:5� 0:3 11:5� 0:5 702:4� 8:2 4:6� 10�7

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-5% �44:5 110.7 307.3 11.7 13:6� 0:5 15:2� 0:3 651:3� 7:2 2:3� 10�5

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-10% �45:3 113.5 306.7 18.3 17:1� 0:8 25:5� 0:8 583:3� 4:8 1:7� 10�3

PU/A-MWNT(12 h)-20% �43:9 118.7 302.1 26.5 18:8� 0:7 55:6� 0:9 158:9� 6:5 7:6� 10�3

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-1% �43:9 106.6 319.2 7.8 10:8� 0:5 12:1� 0:9 821:3� 9:2 1:7� 10�6

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-5% �43:7 112.9 315.3 9.4 15:8� 0:9 14:8� 0:5 709:1� 8:5 9:0� 10�5

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-10% �44:3 120.7 313.1 16.4 17:8� 0:8 21:5� 1:2 600:1� 8:9 3:1� 10�2

PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-20% �44:1 122.5 309.2 23.7 19:7� 0:4 51:3� 1:5 85:1� 3:5 6:2� 10�2

aGlass temperature of soft domain of Nanocomposite. bGlass temperature of hard domain of Nanocomposite. cTemperature at 5%

weight loss obtained from TGA curve. dResidue at 600 �C obtained from TGA curve.

100 nm 100 nm100 nm

(c) (a) (b) 

Figure 6. TEM micrographs of PU/A-MWNT nanocomposites with 5wt% A-MWNT (a) 0 h, (b) 12 h, (c) 24 h.
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9.0MPa, respectively. The Young’s modulus and ten-
sile strength increased up to 466% and up to 91%, re-
spectively, with the blended A-MWNT(24 h). Howev-
er, the elongation at break of these composites largely
decreased with increasing MWNT (see Table IV).
The elongations of nanocomposites were considerably
altered. The reason for the sharp drop in elongation
in the nanocomposites is not clear but might come
from the appearance of the stress concentration re-
gions introduced by the nanotube bundles or larger ag-
glomerates at higher weight loadings. In particular,
composites containing MWNTs and A-MWNT(12 h)
resulted in a greater increased Young’s modulus com-
pared with A-MWNT(24 h), indicating that severe
surface modification etching lowers mechanical prop-
erties (Young’s modulus). These increases in the me-
chanical properties might be due to the reinforcing ef-
fect of MWNT and A-MWNT in the PU matrix.
However, these mechanical properties of the PU/A-

MWNT composites were also superior to those of
the PU/MWNT composites. The higher mechanical
properties of PU/A-MWNT can perhaps be attributed
to the higher content of –COOH groups of A-MWNT
inducing the higher interfacial interactions between
A-MWNT and PU molecular chains. The tensile
strength and the Young’s modulus of nanocomposite
increased with A-MWNT(24 h) content. The interac-
tion between the functional group (–COOH) of A-
MWNT(24 h) and the urethane group (–OOC–NH–)
of PU enhance the capability of A-MWNTs to rein-
force a PU matrix. The mechanical properties of
nanocomposite improved as the percentages of A-
MWNT(24 h) increased. Consequently, Figure 7B
plots the stress-strain curves of PU blended with var-
ious time of acid treatment of MWNTs amount
10wt%, showing better tensile strength and Young’s
modulus improved as the period of acid treatment of
the MWNTs increased.

Electronic Conductivity
Figure 8 shows the electronic conductivity of the

nanocomposite based on PU for various percentages
of MWNT. The electronic conductivity of plain PU
is 10�14 S/cm. The electronic conductivity of the
nanocomposite of PU/neat MWNT increased with
the neat MWNT content (from 10�14 to 6:6� 10�6

S/cm). The conductivity of the nanocomposite based
on PU and A-MWNTs increases more efficiently
(from 10�14 to 0.062 S/cm). The nanocomposites pre-
pared from blending of acid-treated MWNTs with PU
exhibited greater electronic conductivity than that ob-
tained by mixing the same amount of neat MWNT
with PU, because A-MWNTs disperse more effective-
ly in a PU matrix than that do neat MWNT. A conduc-
tive polymer based on PU can thus be obtained by
blending with the acid-treated MWNT.
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Figure 7. (A) Stress-strain curves of PU/MWNT nanocompo-

sites with various MWNTs content. (B) Stress-strain curves of

PU/MWNT nanocomposites with various acid-treatment period.
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sites.
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CONCLUSIONS

MWNTs-reinforced PU nanocomposites with ex-
cellent mechanical properties, thermal properties and
electric conductivity have been successfully prepared
by simple solution blending. This study showed that
hydrogen bonding played an important role on the me-
chanical properties and that MWNTs had a strong in-
fluence on hard segment hydrogen bonding. We used
the concentrated acids to treat the multi-walled carbon
nanotubes to create functional groups (–COOH) on
the surface of MWNTs. A high miscibility through
the formation hydrogen bondings between PU and
MWNTs of nanocomposite can be characterized from
FT-IR spectra. The morphology tells that there is a
well dispersed A-MWNTs presented in PU matrix.
A high Tg nanocomposite (120.7 �C) compared to neat
PU (99.8 �C) was prepared from the thermal charac-
terization. The tensile strength and Young’s modulus
of nanocomposites (PU/A-MWNT(24 h)-20wt%)
increase 91% and 466%, respectively. The nanocom-
posites with 1.5wt% A-MWNT present led to 12–13
orders increase in the electrical conductivities. We ob-
tained nanocomposites with superior thermal and me-
chanical properties compared with plain PU due to the
homogenous dispersion of A-MWNTs in PU matrix.
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